Abstract-There is an emerging application, which uses a mixture of batteries within an energy storage system. These hybrid battery solutions may contain different battery types. A dc-side cascaded boost converters along with a module-based distributed power sharing strategy has been proposed to cope with variations in battery parameters such as, state-of-charge (SOC) and/or capacity. This power sharing strategy distributes the total power among the different battery modules according to these battery parameters. Each module controller consists of an outer voltage-loop with an inner current-loop where the desired control reference for each control-loop needs to be dynamically varied according to battery parameters to undertake this sharing. As a result, the designed control bandwidth (BW) or stability margin of each module control-loop may vary in a wide range, which can cause a stability problem within the cascaded converter. This paper reports such a unique issue and thoroughly investigates the stability of the modular converter under the distributed sharing scheme. The paper shows that a cascaded PI control-loop approach cannot guarantee the system stability throughout the operating conditions. A detailed analysis of the stability issue and the limitations of the conventional approach are highlighted. Finally in-depth experimental results are presented to prove the stability issue using a modular hybrid battery energy storage system prototype under various operating conditions. Index Terms-Cascaded dc-dc converters, hybrid battery energy storage systems, multiple battery types, stability.
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I. INTRODUCTION
E X-TRANSPORTATION batteries for grid support applications are gaining increased research attention as the number of electric vehicles on the road increases. There are reports of projects both in industry [1] , [2] and academia [3] - [6] covering both theoretical studies and small prototype units. However, battery chemistry development is a highly funded research area and it is unlikely that battery chemistry in vehicles to date will be the same as that in ten years' time. In addition to changes in chemistry, battery sizes are continuous adapting to meet the requirements of the vehicles. Therefore, one of the major challenges of a second life battery energy storage system is to make sure it is not tied to any one chemistry or module size but can integrate different types of batteries with different characteristics into a grid connected converter as reported in [4] .
To integrate hybrid batteries into a system requires a modular approach utilizing battery modules with sets of series connected cells per module. Unfortunately, from a reliability perspective the greater the number of series connected cells, the lower the module reliability [5] . Therefore, low number of series connected cells within a module is a preferred approach. There are two main forms of modular dc-dc converters, which can integrate these low voltage batteries (e.g., < 100 V) to a grid-tie inverter: 1) a parallel converter approach and 2) a series/cascaded approach. A previous study on this area suggested a cascaded approach over the parallel approach from reliability and cost perspective [6] . Apart from the reliability/cost issues, the parallel approach has other drawbacks in conjunction with low voltage energy sources [7] , [8] such as: 1) low converter efficiency (e.g., < 90%) due to the extremely high step-up ratio (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) required to meet the full dc-link voltage of the inverter; 2) increased high-frequency current ripple on the inductor and on the battery side; 3) reduced switch utilization; 4) greater effect on control coming from the system parasitic at a high-converter duty ratio; and 5) increased the size and cost of the overall converter to attain a high efficiency. For these reasons, this paper adopts a series connected dc-dc topology.
However, a conventional cascaded boost converter structure is not fault-tolerant in nature, which is unable to bypass a faulty battery module. Therefore, this study uses an H-Bridge configuration to allow each module to handle unexpected battery failure as shown in Fig. 1 . Under normal condition only the top switch of the network conducts (T i ) and under abnormal conditions, the bottom device (T ii ) conducts to isolate the faulty battery module. Due to the presence of different types of batteries in the system, a module-based distributed power sharing strategy based on a weighting function has been presented [9] . The weighting function concept is to distribute the total power among the different battery modules according to their instantaneous battery parameters, so that they aim to charge/discharge together within a charge/discharge cycle. This avoids the crossbalancing between the cells during a cycle and the energy from the battery cells is supplied or absorbed in a uniform manner. To undertake the weighting function control, each module needs to be operated to different voltage and current levels with its own control-loops as shown in Fig. 2 . The desired module voltage or current parameter/reference of the control-loop is dynamically varied according to the individual battery parameters such as, state-of-charge (SOC)/capacity to regulate the module voltage and current according to an appropriate function. The consequence of this type of operation could be the possibility of an overall stability problem, which is an important issue for the stable operation of the converter. This issue is discussed in this paper and investigated in detail.
There are broadly three types of control system and associated stability studies, which have been considered in previous research that can be thought of as similar in nature to the present application: 1) converters with the same type of sources such as, batteries [10] - [15] , super-capacitors, or fuel cells [17] , [18] ; 2) converters with different types of sources such as, PV with battery, or wind/PV hybrid energy systems [19] - [22] ; and 3) converters with the same type of sources under different operating conditions such as PV panels under partial shading [7] , [8] .
In the first case, two types of control system studies have been reported: 1) using nonmodular converters in energy storage or renewable energy systems, where the system stability due to a sudden load variation and power demand mismatches have been identified as the main reason for stability, e.g., [10] - [15] and 2) using modular converters, which consists of the same type of sources (batteries/super-capacitors), a module balancing strategy was reported to enhance the overall performance of the system [15] without concentrating on the stability aspect. Some of the research studies explicitly try to analyze the system stability due to the battery parameter variation using a single battery bank, e.g., in [14] . However, no controller performances under varying parameter conditions, no rigorous stability study, and also no experimental validation of the stability issue was demonstrated to justify.
In the second case, energy management strategies using the grid side converter control have been reported [19] - [22] . The power mismatch between the multiple sources produces line side voltage and frequency stability problem depending on the R/X ratio of the network. The grid impedance variation was found to be one of the significant reasons for the inverter instability and an adaptive controller was proposed [21] , [22] . However, no stability issues have been reported due to the interaction among different sources because these systems operate slowly (e.g., in the order of hundreds of milliseconds). There have been few previous studies that focus on control and stability aspects of modular PV-battery hybrid systems such as, in [23] but it uses parallel converters with a central dc-link to interface with the grid and concentrated in analysing more closely the effect of system dynamics using standard PI controller under various load conditions. Therefore, these are not directly related to the present research work, which mainly deals with the cascaded converters.
In the third type of studies, distributed MPPT control of cascaded dc-dc converter-based PV systems has been considered. A weighting factor-based strategy similar to the present work was reported, e.g., in [8] . The weighting factor was solely based on different radiation conditions where the only variable parameter was solar irradiation factor. The module-based control was designed by the PI-loop using fixed controller parameters and no such stability issue was reported.
There have been previous studies that have reported issues with control stability aspects of modular power converters, e.g., in drive applications where the submodule capacitor voltage ripple at a low frequency can create instability within the converter [24] , [25] .
Apart from these, other research studies presented the stability aspect of single dc-dc buck or boost converters [26] - [28] considering their parasitic effects. Some of the past research activities discussed the operational stability aspects of modular dc-dc converters, e.g., interconnection problem such as, voltage sharing or current sharing issues of input parallel output series (IPOS)-or input parallel output parallel (IPOP)-based systems [29] , [30] . These studies do not focus on control stability issues but more on the operational stability issues such as, mitigation of circulating current and cross-coupling effects among the modules. Moreover, a recent study [31] has reported an impedance method to analyze the stability of a dc power distribution system with energy storage using parallel dc-dc converters without considering parameter variations, therefore, is not directly relevant to the work presented in this paper.
The control stability aspect of a modular energy storage system using cascaded converters due to parameter variations or under distributed power sharing has not been explicitly reported in literature because the existing control system in modular converters uses balancing strategies and operates with a fixed voltage/current reference with fixed control parameters where the system designed stability margin remains within the permissible limit.
This paper reports such an issue and explains why there could be a stability issue when using the cascaded PI control-loop per module with fixed control parameters in a full charging/discharging cycle especially using cascaded converters. The stability problem has been analyzed first considering the battery SOC/capacity variations both in time and frequency domain and then experimentally validated using a three module-based grid connected converter prototype to find how severe the problem could be.
II. CONTROL STRUCTURE
The distributed sharing strategy adopted in this paper of the cascaded dc-dc converter is based on the previously derived method as reported in [9] . Alternative energy management strategies could be employed to generate different weighting functions, but the process employed in this paper to ensure control and stability retains relevance even under different strategies. This previously derived weighting function is dependent on battery capacity, battery voltage limits, battery SOC and battery impedance (SOH indication) with the following assumptions.
1) A battery capacity has been taken as the maximum charge left (Q max in C or A h) that a battery can deliver to a load. 2) Instantaneous charge left within a battery module is taken as the product of SOC and Q max .
"±" refer to the discharging or charging condition. 4) SOC is a linear function of the battery OCV and 0% refers to the fully discharged condition whereas 100% refers to the fully charged condition of a module. Charging/discharging depends purely on the module current. Therefore, in order to appropriately utilize the hybrid batteries within the same converter, a current sharing strategy among the modules is necessary as reported in [9] . Equation (1) shows the sharing scheme based on weighting factors. Note that the expression of weighting factor is different in charging and discharging. The control system of module-based distributed power sharing is explained with the help of Fig. 3 . The battery voltage, battery current, and module dc-link voltage are measured and reported to the control system, which then generates the switching signals for the power electronic switches (S 1 , S 11 , S 2 , . . .). In order to control each module independently in this converter, the desired module voltage references (v * dc,1 , v * dc,2 , . . . , v * dc,n ) are generated according to the battery weighting factors (ω 1 . . . ω n ) as shown in Fig. 3 , which acts to share the battery current according to the desired weighting ratio. This can be derived using the module power balance equation as shown in (1)-(5). η i is the module efficiency (assumed to be approximately 1). Each voltage reference is the function of its ω i and v batt,i because v * dc can be assumed to be constant for a given grid voltage
where 
From the derivation of the weighting function as shown in (1),
From the power balance (2) for a constant i dc and η i ,
Now v dc,i * = v dc * , this gives the following expression:
A. Distributed Voltage-Based Control Structure
Each module consists of two cascaded control-loops: 1) a slow outer voltage module voltage-loop and 2) a fast inner current-loop. 
Now with the help of Fig. 4(a) , the following relation between v * dc,i and v dc,i can be found:
Substituting v dc,i from (7) in (6) gives
Now solving the quadratic (8) to find GH v (s)
where
It can be seen that the terms like v batt,i and v dc,i in the transfer functions (6) and (9) are essentially time varying. However, these are slow variables and take several minutes to change depending on the battery charge capacity, which is normally 10's A h. Therefore, it can be treated similar to a time invariant system.
B. Control-Loop Parameter Design
The design of PI controller can be performed using the symmetric optimum method [32] predefining a certain phase margin (PM). According to this method, the regulator gains K v and T v are selected such that the amplitude and the phase plot of GH v (s) are symmetrical about the crossover frequency ω gc , which is at the geometric mean of the two corner frequencies of GH v (s). Now, assume T v = a 2 T d , where "a" is a nonnegative real value, therefore, expressions of gain-cross over frequency ω gc and PM become the following:
where V dc,i d and V batt,i d are nominal values of v dc,i and v batt,i .
As an example, for a 12 V battery if we assume
× 100 μs and the desired PM = 70
• , this gives a = 6, k v = 3.8, and T v = 14.4 ms.
III. PARAMETER VARIATION AND STABILITY ISSUE
Through the formulation of v dc,i * , it can be seen that two different input variables, which are time varying and also directly affect the weighting function and the converter stability: 1) SOC i and 2) capacity Q max,i . These variables impact stability through (6)- (9) vdc,i ) to vary according to (6) , which gradually alters the designed gain crossover frequency or the closed-loop bandwidth (BW). The expressions for gain crossover frequency can be found by solving (13) . The PM is derived in (14) , which depends on ω gc,i , T v , and T d . However, for a fixed set of T v and T d , (which can be assumed to be fixed for a system) the PM is mainly governed by ω gc,i . Due to the presence of a higher order equation, an explicit expression is difficult to find from (13) . Therefore, frequency response plots have been used to analyze the effect of variation of PM and gain crossover frequency in Section III-B for a range of SOC and Q max,i variations.
Since the parameters like SOC and v batt,i are time varying, bode plots cannot be shown on a continuous basis. Therefore, in order to visualize the trend of gain crossover frequency and PM variation over a cycle, frequency plots have been shown at discrete instances, e.g., at SOC = 10%, 50% or at SOC = 90%, etc. Note that the rate of variation of the open-loop controller gains, e.g., K v,i vbatt,i vdc,i is different in charging and discharging. Therefore, the variations of the controller gain both in charging and discharging mode have been presented to identify the differences.
A. Open-Loop Gain Variation
The open-loop gain is mainly responsible for the controller stability. This section analyses the variation of the effective con-
vdc,i in (6) to understand the stability because. This variation could be different for the different battery modules within the same converter because the weighting factor (ω i ) variation causes some of the v dc,i to increase and some of them to decrease in order to keep the sum ( v dc,i ) constant on an instantaneous basis. This is shown in Figs. 5 and 6 where the variation of the gain has been presented for three different battery types within a discharge and charge cycle. It is interesting to note in this case, the controller gain for a 12-V 10 A h battery module varies around 2-3 times during discharging mode when the SOC varies between 0% and 100%. On the other hand, during charging mode the controller gain for a 7.2-V 6.5 A h module shows a wide variation. The gain for the other modules does not vary in the same way. The variation of the controller gain is dependent on the relative variation of vbatt,i vdc,i , which could be different for charging and discharging The inner current-loop is designed based on a proportional controller shown in Fig. 4(b) . This is done to enhance the stability and dynamic performance. The transfer function is shown in (15) . Generally, the inner current-loop BW is set to several times higher (typically 20-50 times) than the outer voltage-loop for a stable operation
Therefore, the high-frequency behavior of the inner-loop is more important than its low-frequency behavior. The inner current-loop BW can be derived by approximating the transfer function at the high frequency as shown in (16) . The term "G" depends on the carrier peak. In most cases, a fixed carrier gain can be considered and set to the maximum possible V dc,i . However, it is also possible to vary the carrier gain dynamically (i.e., modulated carrier gain). The inner-loop performance would be different in these two cases. Both the cases are studied to understand how the inner-loop BW varies with ω i . That is: 1) V dc,i /G is nearly constant using a modulated carrier and 2) V dc,i /G is variable using a fixed carrier 
B. Case Studies: Effect on Stability
1) SOC Variation: SOC can be any value between the maximum and minimum limits within a charge/discharge cycle. Therefore, a very low SOC at the start or during the transition from charging to discharging or vice versa can cause decrease of ω i (according to (5) ), which in turn decreases v * dc,i and v dc,i . This variation changes the designed closed-loop BW ω gc,i . To understand the effect of such variation on the control-loops, frequency domain bode plots are used as shown in Figs. 7-9 . It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the gain crossover frequency (ω gc,i ) of the outer voltage-loop of the 12 V module gradually increases with the module SOC during discharging mode. In the present case, it changes from 16 Hz to 600 Hz when the SOC varies from 70% to 10%.
It is because the effective controller gain varies in a wide range as depicted in Fig. 5 . Note the frequency plot initially crosses the 0 dB axis at −20 dB/decade but gradually the slope changes to −40 dB/decade. The stability margin will be different in charging mode but the shape of the frequency plots will show the similar change. The corresponding effect on the inner current-loop has been investigated in two stages: 1) using a fixed carrier-based scheme and 2) a variable carrier-based scheme from (16) . Fig. 8 illustrates the effect on the highfrequency BW of the inner current-loop when using a fixed carrier gain (G). It can be noted from Fig. 8(b) and (c) that the variation of SOC causes the inner-loop BW of module-1 to vary, effectively slowing down the corresponding inner current-loop. In the present case, the inner-loop BW of module-1 varies from 2 to 1.2 kHz when the module SOC varies from 70% to 10%. 9 shows a similar effect on the inner-loop using the modulated carrier (variable G). Note that the BW of the current-loop remains almost unaffected using modulated carriers as expected from the expression (16) .
However, in both cases, the ratio of outer to inner-loop BW (BW v,i /BW c,i ) reduces gradually. This becomes more critical when using a fixed carrier gain because the outer-loop BW gradually goes up while the inner-loop starts to slow down. Figs. 10 and 11 show this effect by plotting the ratio of innerloop BW to outer-loop BW using all three battery types. Note that the relative BW stays high at the lower SOC during charging and vice versa during discharging. However, the ratio comes down gradually, which can create a stability problem in the cascaded control-loop. The variation of the PM with SOC is shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for discharging and charging, respectively. It is worth to notice that the PM for some of modules, e.g., 12 V during discharging and 7.2 V module during charging in this case gradually reduces with the SOC during discharging and vice versa during charging because of the increase of their respective controller gains.
2) Capacity or Q max,i Variation: The variation of the battery available capacity is another phenomenon in this application where the battery capacity can degrade significantly during the operation. The variation of Q max,i can also cause weighting factor ω i to vary in a wide range. This can also cause similar variation of gain crossover frequency or PM.
However, the effect can be considered to be less significant than SOC variation because the maximum available capacity is likely to be a slower variable than the SOC for a battery. However, there could be a cumulative effect of both low SOC along with capacity fade, which means a low Q max,i SOC i in (1) .
Therefore, it is difficult to ensure the converter stability with fixed control parameters. The root locus plot can be used to understand the movement of the system-loop poles due this variation. It is shown for two types of battery systems in two stages: 1) for a high SOC, e.g., 80% during discharging as shown in Fig. 14 and 2) for a low SOC, e.g., 10% as shown in Fig. 15 . It can be observed that the root-locus moves from the real axis toward the imaginary axis as the SOC reduces during discharging mode. The root-locus tries to align with the imaginary axis. Similar variation can be observed during charging condition mode. Such movement of the system root-locus toward the imaginary axis adversely affects the overall stability and can excite the oscillation mode within the converter.
C. Interaction Between the Modules
Moreover, if one module becomes oscillatory the stability of the remaining modules also gets adversely affected in this converter. This is because the overall control of the modular dc-dc converter maintains the total dc-link voltage ( v dc,i = v dc ) to a particular value on an instantaneous basis. Therefore, if one of the voltages (v dc,i ) gets oscillatory that oscillation propagates in the remaining voltages because the sum of these voltages is constant. This oscillation forces the remaining module currents to be oscillatory because the current reference of each module is the output of corresponding voltage controller as shown in Fig. 3 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE STABILITY ISSUE
Three different battery types were used in the experimental implementation to prove the stability problem: Module-1: 12 V, 10 A h lead acid (OCV max = 13.8 V, OCV min = 9.6V), Module-2: 24 V, 16 A h lead acid (OCV max = 27 V, OCV min = 18 V), and Module-3: 7.2 V, 6.5 A h NiMH (OCV max = 8.5 V, OCV min = 5.5 V). The overall dc-bus (V dc ) of the inverter was controlled to 150 V, which is then connected to 120 V, 50 Hz 1-ϕ grid at a 500 W power level through Variac in the laboratory. The overall system along with the grid-tie inverter as shown in Fig. 2 was implemented in OP5600-based Opal-rt controller.
A. Case-1: Fixed Carrier Gain (G) PWM Method
The converter was run using a fixed set of controller parameters with a fixed carrier gain G as explained in Section III-A. Two of the modules were started from a low initial SOC during discharging mode and from a high initial SOC during charging mode as the stability issue is more predominant at the low SOC during discharging and vice versa during charging. These were; module-3 SOC o,3 = 8.4% during discharging, The significant oscillations in battery current due to loss of stability were captured on a LeCroy scope and are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 for charging and discharging, respectively. The module current responses were captured at the moment of connecting to the grid. The currents tend to oscillate between the positive and negative controller limits. It can be seen that all the modules are affected. However, severity depends on the individual control performances. Fig. 18 shows the controller response using variable gains as explained in Section III-B module current responses are found to be better than the previous case because the inner-loop BW remains fixed in this case. However, the problem is totally not eliminated. The problem may arise during idle conditions as well but it is found to be more severe under loaded conditions. Moreover, the stability problem can arise gradually because the SOC and/or capacity are subjected to change. To demonstrate this effect, Fig. 19 shows the converter being operated in charging mode over a longer time period using a fixed set of control parameters. It could be observed that the converter was stable initially but the module currents start to get oscillatory after the point in time shown by the dashed black line, which corresponds to the battery modules get close to fully charged. These results show the stability issue occurring in the cascaded converter because of gradual battery parameter variations.
B. Case-2: Variable Carrier Gain (G) PWM Method
This type of oscillation between the positive and negative controller limits can cause inadvertent tripping of the converter leading to complete shutdown at any time, create some undesired noise and may impact the converter and also the battery life subsequently. Therefore, it is not recommended to operate this converter with fixed controller parameters when the system parameters vary with the time.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has reported on a unique stability issue in the control structure of a cascaded/series dc-dc boost converter-based hybrid battery systems under the distributed power sharing. It was found that the variation of SOC and capacity in different battery types could give rise to control stability problem at a module level and at the system level when using the conventional cascaded PI control-loop approach with fixed controller parameters. The analysis shows that the problem becomes more severe near the end of charging/discharging cycle and the module currents may become highly oscillatory under such operating conditions, which can cause inadvertent tripping within the converter and also adversely affect the overall system performance and battery life. This paper also shows that the stability of the overall converter is limited by the stability margin of one converter module because of the cascaded structure. This stability issue was explicitly explained and validated experimentally under grid connected conditions. The experimental study shows a good agreement with the theory. The follow-on research will be presented to using more advanced control methods to enable using such converter successfully in distributed energy systems.
